OLIGO PHARMA

VITA-PROSTA-HPX

Hypoxis extract for protecting and maintaining
the functioning of the prostate

NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS

The prostate is probably the most celebrated and yet the least discussed organ in males. However, research has shown that
every man over the age of 40 suffers to some degree from an enlarged prostate. This non-dangerous growth of the normal
prostate tissue is a natural result of aging. Many men have various prostate-related problems as they get older: difficult and
painful urination, getting out of bed regularly at night and a weak urine stream in spite of the strong urge to urinate.
VITA-PROSTA-HPX is probably one of the most effective preparations for maintaining a healthy prostate. It provides
unique protection against prostate enlargement and contains sitosterol and sterolin extracts (among other ingredients), which
are extracted from the Hypoxis Rooperi plant. These extracts are known for their ability to heal prostate problems. Clinical
tests have shown that these vegetal fatty substances have qualities that significantly inhibit inflammations and therefore have
a preventive effect in inflammations, diabetes and cancer. These substances have remarkable features, they modulate the
functioning of our defence system and combat attacks on our immune system as well as on normal healthy cells.
VITA-PROSTA-HPX strong reduced prostate problems and improves the quality of life.
In 1969, the scientist, Dr. Liedenberg, was the first to attribute the superb qualities of Hypoxis in:
l

•
•
•
•
•
•

Treating prostate enlargement
Treating malignant cell growth in the prostate
Healing inflammations
Cases of stabbing pain while urinating
In cases bladder infections
Stimulating the development of new cells
Improving the resistance level of the prostate

Composition per tablet of 500 mg
Hypoxis Rooperi extract (Radix)
450 mg
Gummi Arabiatica (additive)
50 mg
Energy value 		
				
Proteins			
Carbohydrates		
of which are sugars
Fat			
Nutritional fibres		

307 KJ
72 kcal
4,62 g
11,31 g
3,53 g
0,97 g
7,78 g

per 100 g
per 100 g
per 100 g
per 100 g
per 100 g
per 100 g
per 100 g

Use
Recommended dosage during the treatment period:
1st week: 3 tablets 3 times per day before eating, with water. The tablets can also be chewed.
2nd, 3rd and 4th week: 2 tablets 3 times per day before eating.
After the treatment, you are advised to take 1 to 2 tablets daily before eating.
Packaging unit
200 tabletten of 500 mg.
VITA-PROSTA HPX® is nutritional supplement produced according to GMP standards. A nutritional supplement is never a
substitute for a varied diet. The product is free of yeast, lactose, preservatives, colouring and flavouring agents, and aromas.
VITA-PROSTA HPX is hypoallergenic.
Keep out of reach of children.
Store in a dry place.
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